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Abstract 
Software test suite optimization is one of the most important problems in software engineering research. This paper 
deals with Automatic Generation of Feasible Independent Paths and Software Test Suite Optimization using Artificial 
Bee Colony (ABC) based novel search technique. In this approach, ABC combines both global search methods done 
by scout bees and local search method done by employed bees and onlooker bees. The parallel behavior of these three 
bees makes generation of feasible independent paths and software test suite optimization faster. Test Cases are 
generated using Test Path Sequence Comparison Method as the fitness value objective function. This paper also 
presents an approach for the automated generation of feasible independent test path based on the priority of all edge 
coverage criteria. Finally, this paper compares the efficiency of ABC based approach with various approaches. 
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1. Introduction 
Software engineering process is to achieve a high quality, high reliable software and always follows a 
software development life cycle process. One of the major activity in every software development life 
cycle is the software testing. Software testing process requires much effort with a human interface. So, 
this paper mainly gives foundation for generating automated testing by the automated generation of 
independent test paths[1] and test suite optimization. Software testing [2] mainly includes two major 
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methods i.e., is black box testing and white box testing. White box testing (or structural testing) is to test 
thoroughly the internals of the particular program module. 
 
Test data generation is an un-decidable problem and can be non-deterministic (NP-hard) [3, 4] or a 
solution exists which is not practical. The highly non-linear structure of software presents a challenge to 
search algorithms for finding optimal and efficient test data from a complex, discontinuous, nonlinear 
input search space. The basic approach for evaluating input value sets in dynamic structural test data 
generation methods [5] can be summarized as -- (1) Represent a set of input values as an initial solution, 
(2) Apply these input values to the code and observe the generated path, and (3) Compare the generated 
path with the desired path and calculate fitness values. 
 
This paper presents an ABC based search algorithm to generate test data. In this research work, the 
functionality of the bee is extended to do the testing and monitoring activity so that it reduces the manual 
work and improves the confidence on the software by testing it with the coverage of the given 
software.Bee colony consists of three types of bees, namely scout bees, which randomly searches for the 
food sources, onlookerbee decides which food sources to be explored next from the list food sources 
given by scout bees, and lastly employee bees will search for new food source in neighborhood of 
exhausted food source[6, 7].Further explanation about bee colony is given in proposed strategy. 
 
This paper includes back ground work in section (II), Proposed strategy for generation of  independent 
test paths and test suite optimization in section (III), Analysis of proposed approach in section (IV), Case 
study in section(V), Comparison with existing works like ACO, Genetic algorithm and Tabu search in 
section (VI), Conclusion and future work in section (VII). 
2. Background Work 
The research on software testing problems has centered mainly on the Independent Path Generation 
and Software Test Suite Optimization. Many intelligent swarm computing software test techniques are 
extensively proposed and every algorithm has its own strengths and weaknesses. 
 
The major observations derived as part of the background study are: 
 Neural Networks has difficulties in programming and algorithmic complexity and is a black-box data 
processing structure. 
 Tabu search has difficulties in the amount of memory required to avoid stuck up at local optima and 
short term memory to remember all the test cases in the current search [8]. 
 Genetic Algorithms has difficulties in giving stable results (stuck up at local optima); the convergence 
is slow and has non-explicit memorization of best individuals [9]. 
 Ant Colony Optimization has drawbacks of higher length test sequences and repetition of nodes within 
the same sequence [1, 2]. In initial stages, it starts searching slowly, lacks pheromone and easily tends 
to local optimum, has premature convergence when quantity is too high [10, 11]. 
3. Proposed Strategy 
This proposed strategy section mainly contains optimized approach for control flow based testing. This 
section basically contains two proposed strategies using Artificial Bee Colony algorithm. The first one is 
feasible independent path generation using ABC and the second one is test suite optimization using ABC. 
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3.1. Feasible Independent test path generation using ABC 
Software testing using CFG is based on feasible independent path generation[1, 12] being generated 
using the first algorithm. This algorithm not only provides feasible independent test paths but also 
provides a full proof based primary and secondary independent test paths based on edge coverage criteria. 
The test path generation is as below, Fig. 1. (Decision constructs are modified to if-else structure). 
 
1. Construct the CFG for the given code. 
2. Initialize all nodes of CFG with random fitness values in small range (analogous to scout bees). 
3. Calculate Cyclomatic Complexity as No of Predicate Nodes + 1 where predicate node is one which 
has more than one neighbor node. 
4. Select start node as initial node and identify neighboring nodes (like employed bees). 
5. Select node with least fitness value and increment fitness by one unit and add it to visited list. 
6. Apply loop optimization function (explained in section 3.2) for selected node. 
7. Make selected node as initial node and generate new path using Step4-6 until last node is reached. 
8. If new path generated from Step 7 already exists in repo then don‟t save that path; go to step10. 
9. If all the edges are not covered, at least once by using previous paths, add newly generated path to the 
primary path list else add it to the secondary path list. 
10. Repeat Step 4-9 until total number of iterations reaches (2* cyclomatic complexity) [1].  
The above algorithm is repeated for 2*cyclomatic complexity [1] because it may get redundant paths 
for code having loops and may lose some independent paths 
 
Fig. 1Independent path generation using ABC   Fig. 2 Test suite optimization using ABC 
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3.2. Loop optimization function 
This function checks whether selected node already exists in traversed list; if it does, it gets the 
position i of the selected node from starting index and then increases fitness value of (i+1)th node. So that 
(i+1)th node is not selected in the next iteration there by giving chance for finding a new path [12].  
 
If software needs to be tested very quickly then it sufficient to generate primary independent paths and 
secondary independent paths are considered in combination with primary independent paths when higher 
quality is required. In the next section, paper proposes parallel ABC approach to generate a test suite 
optimization for the feasible independent paths generated above. 
3.3. Test Suite Optimization using ABC 
In ABC, instead of initiating exploration by all bees for food sources, only some dedicated scout bees 
are appointed to explore flower patches in the surrounding environment at random [6]. The fitness of a 
particular flower patch depends on the nectar amount in the flower patch and distance and direction of the 
designated flower patch from bee hive [3, 13]. Afterwards scout bee comes to its hive and explains its 
recorded information in form of waggle dance to onlooker bees. Based on the waggle dance onlooker 
bees calculate the fitness value and probability value of that particular food source [14, 15]. If a scout bee 
satisfies itself that there is sufficient profitability then that food source is selected for the exploration. 
 
ABC-based software test suite optimization algorithm:From this parallelized ABC Approach, after the 
first iteration based on the coverage we will classify the whole independent paths into SQRT of total 
number of independent paths sets (it is not a rule; Square root of number of paths is used to balance 
number of threads and number of paths per thread as Square root function gives better trade-off between 
the two). Here, we are making the groups based on the comparison criteria among the independent paths. 
In most of the iterations each group is handled by separate thread in parallel.In this approach, if some 
threads are unable to solve at least one new independent path for LIMIT_ITERATIONS (it is a constant 
value for the application depending on the number of independent paths) number of iterations then it 
combines all sets of independent paths, executes for one cycle of iteration and redistribute independent 
paths to parallel threads [14]. We can even further improve throughput of the approach by using 
distributed processing. 
 
1. Initialize randomly generated test cases (food sources) similar to the scout bees in Bee colony. 
2. Evaluate all these test cases (food sources) for the given program. 
3.   If criterion is not satisfied continue to next step; else stop (generated all test cases).  
4.Group the independent paths into SQRT of total number of independent paths sets using comparison 
approach i.e. group those independent paths those having more number of similar edges.   
5.Assign one thread for each set of paths and run Bee Thread algorithm (section 3.4) on all threads. 
6. If a particular thread satisfied all independent paths in a set then terminate the thread. If any thread is 
unable to solve at least one new independent path for LIMIT_ITERATIONS number of iterations then 
it combines all sets of independent paths and executes for one cycle of iteration and redistributes 
independent paths to parallel threads, afterwards, continue the process. If thread solves atleast one 
new independent path, continue the process. 
7.Check whether all independent test path coverage criteria is satisfied or not. If not satisfied run the Bee 
Thread algorithm and return the control to step 6 of this algorithm. 
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3.4. Bee Thread algorithm 
1. Calculate fitness values and its probability values of independent test paths. 
2. Place new test cases depending on number ofindependent paths having probability value less 
thanminimum qualifying criteria. 
3. Remaining satisfied test cases are replaced by its neighbours like employed bees. 
4. Evaluate all these test cases for given program.  
5. Return to Step7 of above algorithm. 
 
In this proposed ABC-based test suite optimization framework, because of the parallel and 
independent nature of the threads, the test data generation becomes faster and makes the approach an 
efficient one [4, 6]. The parallel behavior of this approach is done by means of multi-threading and hence, 
the bees work independently and in parallel, to achieve the desired result rapidly [14]. 
 
The pseudo code for the generation of test suite is:  
1. Initialize the random population of test data Xij, within abounded input domain where iis test case 
number and j corresponds to index of the variable in that test case. 
2. Evaluate the populated test data. 
3. Check whether all independent paths are satisfied not. If not, go to next Step else exit. 
4. If not first iteration, check independent paths with respect to threads. 
5. Divide the independent paths into Sets and run each set in a particular thread in parallel.  
6. Calculate the fitness values and probability of each test data as discussed in the next section. 
7. Calculate the average of the probability value, call it as Pavg. 
8. If any path‟s probability value is less than Pavg then generate new test data in the neighbourhood of 
Xijby using following equation [3]. 
 
 ---------------- (1) 
 
 where RAND(-1, 0, 1) is random number from {-1, 0, 1} [5] and Xkj is neighbour test data, k= (i+1) % 
number of parameters. (Random values are helpful in generating neighbour solutions of solved 
solutions.) 
9. Evaluate the populated test data. 
10. Check whether all independent paths are satisfied or not. If not, go to Step5 else terminate. 
11. Repeat Step 5-9(all threads in parallel) until solution for all individual test paths is obtained. 
3.5.  Fitness and Probability Calculation: 
To achieve individual path coverage criteria in the ABC algorithm, test path sequence comparison 
method is used as the fitness value objective function [12]. In this approach of finding fitness value, 
comparison of each unsolved independent path against each solved independent path takes place. All the 
solved independent paths have the ideal fitness value and assuming that their probabilities value as 100%, 
in normalized form these values can be taken as 1 
 
Algorithm to calculate fitness value: 
1.  Select one solved independent test path, call it as SPij. 
2.  compare each unsolved test path UPij with the selected solved test path SPij in such a way that if 
bothnodes in the two independent paths are same then assign value „1‟, otherwise „0‟[16]. 
3.  Add all the assigned values in the path UPij to the FITNESSi (variable to store fitness).  
4.  Repeat Step 2 to Step 3 for all unsolved individual test paths. 
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5.  Find the maximum fitness value in all the unsolved independent test paths [4], MAXFITNESS. 
6.  Compute the final fitness value corresponding to each solved independent path using 
 
 ----- (2) 
 
7. Repeat Step1-6 for all solved independent paths. 
 
This algorithm gives efficient way of test case generation using test path sequence comparison as fitness 
value objective function [16, 17]. By multithreading, average time complexity of the algorithm can be 
drastically decreased. The probability value [5] can be calculated by using the below formula [3, 4].

 ---------------- (3) 
4. Analysis of proposed approach 
Artificial bee colony technique is a population based technique. The independent and parallel behavior 
of the scout bees, employed bees, onlooker bees makes the generation of test cases faster and efficient. 
The objective criterion is satisfying the all independent test path coverage criteria [14, 16]. Here, even 
though the optimization problem cannot be solved exactly within polynomial amount of time but with this 
ABC approach [7] the problem in test data generation can be solved within a less time complexity 
compared with all other approaches. Number of test runs required to execute are very less compared to all 
other approaches like sequential ABC, GA, and ACO. 
 
Main advantages of ABC approach are: 
 It is a non-pheromone based approach. So there is no need to update the pheromone levels as in ACO. 
 The independent and parallel behavior of group of bees makes the algorithm faster and efficient. 
 A typical test path sequence comparison method has been taken as the fitness value objective function. 
 In this approach the computational overhead and memory limit problems are balanced. 
 
This paper efficiently uses above advantages of the parallel behavior of three bees for the generation of 
feasible independent paths. These paths are divided into Primary independent paths and Secondary 
independent paths based on all edge coverage criteria. The division of independent paths makes the 
testing process easier for selection, based on time constraints.  
5. Case study 
Triangle classification problem, given in Fig. 3 (a), used for this case study. Output may be one among 
scalene triangle, equilateral triangle, isosceles triangle, not a triangle. Related CFG is shown in Fig. 3 (b). 
Cyclomatic complexity value is 8. 
 
In the CFG, first step assign random fitness values to all nodes in the graph with range 1 to 3 integers. 
First two nodes 1 & 2 are executed sequentially. Node 2 has two neighbors 3 and 16. Select node 3 (least 
fitness) and increment fitness value (to avoid redundant paths in later iterations) and check loop 
optimization function (as no loops exist in this example, next step is executed). In similar way explore 
neighbors of node 3. Continue to explore new nodes until last node is reached. This algorithm executes16 
iterations (2*Cyclomatic Complexity)to get all types of independent paths.To achieve all edge coverage, 
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executing all paths is necessary andsufficient. In some complex codes like codes having loops proposed 
strategy provides both primary and secondary independent paths. Secondary paths (optional) improve 
quality of testing. Primary independent paths are as in Fig. 3 (c).  
 
Generation of feasible independent paths is completed as first stage. Here, the whole independent paths 
are classified into two sets based on the comparison of the independent paths. This paper deals with test 
suite optimization for the variables a, b, c in the code Fig. 3 (a) as the second stage. Generate random test 
cases initially within the input domain, like scout bee finds the food source. For this example, consider 
input domain as 1 to 20 (for simplicity) and initial random test cases as (9,5,5), (5,6,8), (2,4,3), (12,6,10), 
(10,19,9), (18,5,11), (13,6,4), (2,11,8).Take  each test case as Xij and the three integers of the test case as 
the parameters a, b, c. After that, execute the program with these test case values and then check which 
paths are satisfied, and which are not satisfied.In this case study, the paths 1,2,5,7,8 are classified into 
Set1 and 3,4,6 are classified into Set2. By the above randomly generated test cases the satisfied 
independent paths in the set1 are 
 
 5) 1->2->3->5->6->15->24 8) 1->2->3->5->7->8->10->12->13->14->15->24 
 
Similarly, the satisfied independent paths in Set2 are 
 
 3) 1->2->16->17->18->23->24  4) 1->2->16->17->19->20->23->24 
 
Given randomly generated test cases are tabulated w.r.t. satisfied independent paths as in Table 1 (a). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. (a) Program of the Triangle problem, (b) corresponding CFG, and (c) Paths Generated 
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Table1. (a) Sets and Respective Test Cases, and(b) Fitness and Probability Values (Set 1) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
By using first solved path, the fitness values (using the formula, in proposed algorithm) are as below:  
  
  ,  ,  
  

Using second solved path (8th path) - 
 Path1: the total matches of the nodes with first solved path (path 8) are 5. 
 Path2: the total matches of the nodes with second solved path (path 8) are 10. 
 Path7: the total matches of the nodes with second solved path (path 8) are 9. 
 
By using first solved path, the fitness values are as below: 
 
  ,  ,   
  
 
  ,   ,   
 
Table2. (a) Test cases generated in first two iterations of algorithm, and (b) Final Test Suite generated by proposed approach. 
Set 1 Set 2 
Path No Test 
Cases 
Path No Test 
Cases 
8 9,5,5 3 18,5,11 
5 5,6,8 13,6,4 
2,4,3 4 10,19,9 
12,6,10 2,11,8 
Path 
No 
Fitness of Independent Paths Probability 
WRT 
Path 5 
WRT 
Path 8 
Total 
1 1 0.5 1.5 0.27 
2 1 1 2 0.37 
7 1 0.9 1.9 0.35 
S 
No 
Main 
Thread 
(First 
Iteration) 
Thread 1 
(Second 
Iteration) 
Thread 2 
(Second 
Iteration) 
1 (9,5,5) (5,5,5) (2,5,7) 
2 (5,6,8) (8,8,3) (13,5,4) 
3 (2,4,3) (12,2,3) (2,1,4) 
4 (12,6,10) (15,6,15) (10,11,10) 
5 (10,19,9)   
6 (18,5,11)   
7 (13,6,4)   
8 (2,11,8)   
Path No Property Test Cases 
1 Equilateral A=B=C (5,5,5) 
2 Isosceles B=C (9,5,5) 
3 NotTriangle A>=B+C (12,2,3) (18,5,11)  
(13,6,4) (13,5,4) 
4 NotTriangle B>=C+A (10,19,9) (2,11,8) 
5 Scalene (5,6,8) (2,4,3)  
(12,6,10) (6,11,7) 
6 NotTriangle C>=A+B (2,5,7) (2,1,4) 
7 Isosceles A=B (8,8,3) 
8 Isosceles C=A (15,6,15) (10,11,10) 
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Now, based on the above final fitness values, compute the probability values, using on the formula 
given in the proposed fitness value algorithm. Then the probability values are, for path1 is 0.27, for path2 
is 0.37, for the path7 is 0.35 (tabulated in Table 1 (b)). So the average probability value is 0.33. Only one 
independent test path (path 1) has below average probability value. So one new random test case is 
generated and for solved test cases, neighboring test cases will be generated as shown in Table 2 (a). 
 
Consider the test case (9, 5, 5). The neighboring test case is generated as below:  
 
  
  
  
 
Thus test case generated from X1 (9, 5, 5) is Y1 (5, 5, 5). Similarly, new test cases are generated using 
remaining test cases of current iteration and random test case (6, 11, 7) is generated as consequence of 
probability (as in Table 2 (a)). 
 
In similar way, ABC performs iterations until all independent paths are satisfied. Here test cases for 
all independent paths have been generated at end of second iteration and are as shown in Table 2 (b). The 
average fitness value calculation provides better convergence of the algorithm towards the optimized 
solution within less number of runs. From the case study, the observed strengths of the proposed 
algorithm are feasible independent path generation, efficient fitness value calculation, Average 
probability optimized criteria. All these strengths make the proposed approach efficient in many respects, 
compared with other approaches.   
6.  Comparison with existing work 
When compared, proposed ABC approach has advantage in time and space complexity as follows: 
 
ABC versus Tabu Search: In ABC based approach there is no problem of stuck at local optima. In the 
Tabu search approach [8] remembering all test cases for the current search create the major problem 
whereas in the case of ABC approach there is no need to remember all test cases. 
 
ABC versus GA: In GA based approach [9] increasing mutation rate itself is a big problem. Results of 
this approach are unstable as it suffers from local optima problem like in Tabu search. Efficiency of test 
cases in terms of their path coverage measure is steadily improving by application of ABC. 
 
ABC versus ACO: In ACO based approach the pheromone updating process creates substantial 
overhead in generating the optimized process [10]. But proposed ABC approach is non-pheromone based 
approach, so there is no overhead of pheromone updating. ACO approach [1, 2] is mainly sequential 
process based approach because of this the solution selection is done only at the end. But whereas in the 
case of ABC based approach execution is done in parallel and solution selection also done in incremental 
basis. Compared to ACO, memory limit and computational overhead problems are well balanced in ABC 
[14]. In ACO if upper bound of search has reached, then current group of ants cannot proceed further and 
more needs to be deployed [2, 11], whereas in ABC there is no need to deploy more bees unnecessarily. 
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7. Conclusion and future work 
In this paper, ABC technique is used for the generation of the test data. The parallel behavior of the 
bees makes generation of test cases faster and efficient. Here, independent test path coverage criterion is 
used as objective criteria to achieve the all test coverage with less number of test runs. The proposed 
parallel ABC based approach solves the common local optima problem. Path sequence comparison 
performs better than many fitness functions proposed earlier. We propose to improvise path coverage 
criterion and automating search for optimized feasible independent test paths by reducing number of 
iterations. This algorithm can be extended to generate other test data types like strings. 
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